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Introduction:  Grooved terrain on Ganymede gen-

erally occurs as individual lanes and polygonal cross-
cutting swaths of bright terrain. Internally, grooved 
terrain swaths consist of parallel to sub-parallel ridges 
and troughs at a variety of scales (Fig. 1); the ridges 
and troughs show generally similar morphology, size, 
and orientation. Grooved terrain on Ganymede has 
been interpreted by most authors as the product of 
fault-accommodated, distributed crustal extension, 
possibly accompanied by cryovolcanism [1-4].  It is 
generally postulated that Ganymede’s lithosphere is 
composed of an icy ductile horizon beneath a thin (~2 
km), brittle, upper lithosphere of predominantly water 
ice.  Fault scarps in the uppermost crust are clearly 
observable in images of Ganymede’s surface, indicat-
ing that the uppermost crust deforms as brittle mate-
rial. 

 

 
Figure 1. Galileo image of grooved terrain in the Uruk 

Sulcus region on Ganymede. Terrain shows features common 
to uniformly-dipping, normal dip-slip, half-graben terrestrial 
fault systems, including displacement transfer systems such 
as relay ramps (A) and normal faults that linked by curved 
lateral propagation (B). Also visible are completely fault-
bounded hanging wall blocks (horses). Fault displacements 
decrease from maximum near trace centers to zero at trace 
tips. Fault dip is to reader’s left, and left-facing slopes are 
fault surfaces. Location is ~11°N, 169°W; Galileo SSI image 
s0349758952. 

Methodology: Physical analog modeling can simu-
late the developmental sequence and geometry of geo-
logic structures [5]. Rock strata are represented in the 
models by scaled analog layers (e.g., clay). Analog 
materials are selected to reproduce at small scale the 
geometric and kinematic features of natural geologic 
structures. The analog layers are deformed in a manner 
consistent with our understanding of tectonic processes 
suggested by observable geology [6]. 

Here we use physical analog models to simulate the 
formation of grooved terrain by normal faulting in 
response to distributed extension in a brittle layer over 
a horizontal detachment surface.  The brittle litho-
sphere is represented by a 1 cm thick claycake that 
deforms by faulting and behaves as a time-independent 
material at the strain rates interpreted for crustal proc-
esses.  Extension is distributed across the claycake by 
a rubber sheet at its base. 

 

 
Figure 2. Map view of analog model showing features of 
normal dip-slip half-graben fault systems similar to those 
observed in Figure 1. Features include relay ramps (A),  
curved lateral fault propagation (B), and horses. Fault 
scarps appear as bright streaks. Model extension is ~33%. 
All visible faults dip to reader’s left, and illumination is from 
reader’s left. 
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Results:  Faults in the model are geometrically and 
kinematically similar to those observed in terrestrial 
half-graben fault systems and are generally similar to 
the geometries inferred for the faulted ridge and trough 
systems on Ganymede (Figs. 1, 2). In the model, nor-
mal, dip-slip faults initiate as isolated segments ori-
ented perpendicular to the extension direction and hav-
ing uniform dip direction. Fault density and trace 
lengths of individual faults increase to form en echelon 
half-graben segments, and increase further until right- 
and left-stepping transfer structures form at a range of 
scales from millimeters to tens of centimeters. Faults 
develop from isolated segments to corrugated fault 
surfaces, including active transfer zones such as relay 
ramps, throughout the model duration [7].  Faults at all 
scales of observation are present across the entire 
model and continue to form and grow for the remain-
der of the experiment. 

Conclusions:  In the models, most of the structures 
associated with half-graben style extensional faulting 
are present at all scales of observation, and are distrib-
uted across the entire model surface. Displacement 
transfer zones between faults exist as breached and 
non-breached relay ramps expressed as various geome-
tries, including lateral curved propagation, abandoned 
fault and ramp segments, and newly-formed isolated  

 

 
Figure 3. Oblique view of analog model showing details of 
half-graben fault systems including displacement transfer 
systems. Fault dip direction is uniformly to reader’s lower 
right. Fault scarps appear as finely corrugated lighter sur-
faces, the fine corrugations being primarily dip parallel. The 
base-most scarps are obscured in shadow. Bright white thin 
streaks are glare from reflected light. Model extension is 
~33%. 

fault segments (Fig. 3).  All of the features observed in 
the models occur in images of grooved terrain on 
Ganymede (Fig. 4).  The grooved morphology ob-
served in Figures 2 and 3 develops at 25% model ex-
tension strain, comparing reasonably with estimates of 
strain interpreted for some grooved terrains on Gany-
mede [8]. The marked similarity between structures 
observed in the models and images of grooved terrain 
on Ganymede indicates that rotational half-graben 
block faulting is a mechanism that can explain crustal 
attenuation and tectonic resurfacing on Ganymede. 
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Figure 4. Galileo image of faulted dark terrain on Gany-
mede within Nicholson Regio near the border with Harpagia 
Sulcus. Compare with structures illustrated in Figure 3. 
Fault scarps appear as dark, finely corrugated surfaces. 
Fault dip direction is to reader’s lower right. Location is 
~14°S, 320°W.; Galileo SSI image s0552443639. 
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